PITTSBURGH SYNOGogue ATTACK

Attacker charged with hate crime in death of 11 people

The New York Times

PITTSBURGH — After walking into Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life synagogue and shooting 11 congregants, a police officer wounded. But he survived him as the only officer wounded.

By AMY TAXIN

The Associated Press

In a desperate shootout that left him upper floor, Bowers engaged in a Bowers turned his weapons on into Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life synagogue.

Police: Gunman wanted ‘Jews to die’

Los Angeles — More than 700,000 immigrants are waiting on U.S. backlogs for citizenship applications stretch to two years.

U.S. backlogs for citizenship applications stretch to two years

IMMIGRANTS FRAStRESSED

Advocates worry delays a play to keep and Trump voters from polls

By RYAN FERNALD

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Attacker charged with hate crime in death of 11 people

The Associated Press

For many Washington voters, considering the Nov. 6 statewide ballot measure that would place a fee on the greenhouse-gas emissions from food fuel. It’s not just about meat; the initiative would take effect on Jan. 1, 2020.

What would carbon fee cost you? It depends
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